
Smiles for Everyone 
Established in 2001, Happy Faces Entertainment has brought smiles to  

thousands of people throughout the United States.  With fun for the whole family, 
HFE provides a variety of programs and workshops.  

Super Friends Tales of Adventure (Ages K-5th, 45 min.) 
The Super Friends unite again for more stories of adventure and a little bit of magic. 

Gather your friends to join kids’ comedian Dennis Porter for interactive, improvisational, 

theater fun. We will create and perform stories focusing on bringing everyone’s 

strengths together, for more smiles in the world. 

 

Under the Big Top (Ages Pre-K to 5th, 45 min.) 

Ringmaster Dennis takes your audience into the excitement of the circus.  Your trip to the circus comes complete 

with music, magic, juggling, and audience participation.  Meet our great performers like Hubert, Sassy and The 

Great Dingalings! 

 

MacGyver MaGyc (Ages 2nd grade and up) 

Magic doesn’t have to be complicated and expensive.  Learn easy to perform tricks that 

can be made from ordinary items that you may already have at home.  A great way to 

begin adding some magic to your life.  

Other fun and interactive programs available at www.HappyFacesEntertainment.biz 
“We thoroughly enjoyed having you present at MCPL.  The murder mystery was one of our most popular 
events!  The staff loved it too!  We will definitely be in touch to do another one in the future.  Thank you for pre-
senting two incredible shows this summer.  You were fantastic! “-Gaylee Harris, Montgomery City Public Library 
“Thanks Dennis - we always love having you here and the feedback from the patrons was really good. One person 
said…’I really needed that. I needed to laugh until my stomach hurt.’"-Robin Munson, Spencer, IA Public Library 
“Everyone had an absolute hoot and all the feedback given was glowing! Everyone praised your positive energy, 
engagement and how much fun they had!”-Stephanie McDonald, Weston, MO Mid-Continent 
  

Programs start at $400, plus travel time outside the Kansas City metro area. 
Travel fee is shared between programs booked on the same trip. 

All programs are available year-round. 
Dennis@HappyFacesEntertainment.biz (816) 309-2460 PO Box 34686, Kansas City, MO 64116 

Say What? (Teens-Adults, 60 or 90 minutes) 
This workshop allows you to stop over-thinking and let yourself be heard. Enjoy the fun of improvisation as we 
work to help you say what you want to say. 
 
Mad Skillz (Teens-Adults, 90 minutes) 
Crews will be created, teamwork will be tested, skills will be shown and excitement will ensue!  Work together to 
race against your fellow players as you figure out the puzzles, use your creativity and show off your Mad Skillz. 

 
Interactive Murder Mystery (Teens-Adults, 1½-2 hours) 
Pack your thinking cap, keen eye and good memory to put together all the clues and solve the  
mystery.  Eight people play the characters in the mystery, and the entire audience plays detective. 
Disclaimer: No patrons are actually injured during this program. (Waves of Danger, Cleaver Class 
of 19-Deadly-2, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Murder) 


